
Hi ! My name is Angelina and I never thought I ’d

call myself a full-time blogger and business owner ,

but that is what I do and I love every second of it ! I

am a recipe creator , food photographer , and

health coach with 8+ years experience . Baked

Ambrosia is a blog dedicated to average home

cooks where I share my nourishing (mostly

healthy) recipes and very necessary indulgences ,

along with my favorite products , health tips , and

everything in between . My goal is to inspire

readers to get into their kitchens and create

mouth watering scratch-made food .  
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SERVICES

AUDIENCE
Baked Ambrosia readers are

interested in healthy living , clean

eating , baking , and the latest food

trends . They are primarily females 

aged 25-40 who enjoy cooking for

their loved ones and families . They

like delicious , healthy recipes that 

are easy to follow and make 

 

REACH
35k 110k

unique  

monthly  

visitors

pageviews 

per 

month

FACEBOOK 

2939 

INSTAGRAM 

11K 

PINTEREST 

2452 

EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS 

865

I work with brands in varying capacities and I am

open to exploring new forms of partnerships. 

Recipe Creation

Photography

Sponsored Posts

Guest Posting

Press Trips 

Brand Ambassadorships 



SPONSORED RECIPE POSTS 
Sponsored recipe posts go out in my regular feed

and are the best way to reach the highest number

of readers. I will develop a unique recipe using

your product, or use a recipe you provide, and

create a post around it. Includes at least 5

photographs, social posts, and submission to food

gallery websites. Videos are available for an

additional cost. *If you are satisfied with my

services, exclusive contracts can be made to create

a set number of recipes/posts per month. 

Rate: $945 - $1700 (10% due upon booking the

post, 90% due upon publication)
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SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
Social media campaigns are exclusively for

Instagram and Facebook. I will develop a unique

recipe using your product, or use a recipe you

provide, and create a post around it. The picture

and recipe will be posted on Instagram and

Facebook, where your brand will be tagged. 

Rate: $450 - $1100 (Instagram stories and live

videos of complete recipe tutorials are available

for an additional fee) 

 

Want to work with me outside of my blog? I am available to develop and/or photograph recipes for use

on your website, packaging, or marketing materials. I also do consulting work to help you develop

blogger outreach programs. Let's chat! 

Rate: Please contact me for a proposal and quote

RECIPE DEVELOPMENT / PHOTOGRAPHY / CONSULTING

PREVIOUS BRAND COLLABORATIONS


